ABSTRACT CASE-DB is a relational database management system that allows users to specify time constraints in queries. For an aggregate query AGG(E) where AGG is one of COUNT, SUM and AVERAGE, and E is a relational algebra expression, CASE-DB uses statistical estimators to approximate the query. This paper extends our earlier work on statistical estimators of CASE-DB with the following features: (a) New statistical estimators for COUNT queries with projection. (b) Extending the methodology for SUM and AVERAGE aggregate queries. (c) New sampling plans based on systematic sampling and strati ed sampling. We also present performance evaluation experiments of the estimators with the above extensions using correlated and uncorrelated database instances.
Introduction
In real-time (or time-constrained) databases, queries have to be completed within a given time period. To give an example,, a mutual fund manager may need a risk analysis report (consisting of gures derived from a database using statistical and probabilistic methods) in a very short time (i.g., 10 minutes) in order to make a buy/sell decision during a market opportunity. Or, in a factory environment, a computer operator may need within 10 seconds the names and average temperature values of factory furnaces with "dangerously high" temperature readings last night. The database system may judge that this query cannot possibly be evaluated in 10 seconds. When an aggregate query in such an environment can not be evaluated within the given time period, one approach is to evaluate a statistical estimator, and produce a statistical estimate as an approximate answer to the query. Such an approach has been proposed for COUNT relational algebra queries by Lipton and Naughton LiNa 89], Lipton, Naughton and Schneider LNS 90] and by us HoOT 88, HoOT 89, HoO 91, HoO 92, OOH 93]]. We have implemented our approach in a disk-based prototype DBMS, called This research is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grants IRI-8811057, 1 CASE-DB and its main memory version, called CASE-MDB.
Our earlier work on CASE-DB used only COUNT estimators, and simple random sampling in providing apprioximate answers to user queries. This paper extends and completes our work on statistical estimators for aggregate relational algebra queries in CASE-DB with new estimators for COUNT queries, extension of the methodology into SUM and AVErage queries, the use of strati ed sampling and correlated data:
1. New statistical estimators for COUNT(E) queries with projection. In our earlier work, whenever the relational algebra (RA) expression E contained the projection operator, we used a revised version of the Goodman's estimator Good 49] which did not always perform well. In this paper, we introduce two new estimators, namely, the Jackknife estimator BuOv 79], and the Chao's estimator Chao 84] .
2. Extending the methodology for SUM and AVErage aggregate queries. The previous works introduced estimators for COUNT queries. We now propose and evaluate estimators for SUM and AVErage queries. To obtain estimators for SUM(E) and AVG(E) queries where E has a projection operator, we use the double sampling technique with the acceptance/rejection method.
3. New sampling plans based on systematic sampling and strati ed sampling.
To obtain samples for evaluating an estimator, earlier work used simple random sampling HoOT 88], simple random sampling with an adaptive stopping criteria LNS 90], and cluster sampling HoO 91] . We now add systematic sampling and strati ed sampling into the list of possible sampling techniques for aggregate query evaluation.
4. Evaluating the estimators with correlated data. In our earlier work, we have evaluated our estimators with arti cial relation instances where each column of a relation was independent (i.e., uncorrelated) from other columns. In this paper, we evaluate our estimators with relation instances whose columns pairwise have controlled correlation. We also give an algorithm to create such a relation instance. To the best of our knowledge, the issue of creating relation instances with controlled correlation among its columns has not been addressed in the literature, and, we think, is important in other experimental areas such as benchmarking or query processing in databases.
Section 2 introduces the new estimators for COUNT( (r)) queries. Generalization into estimators for COUNT(E) is given later in section 6. Section 3 introduces the double sampling approach to estimate SUM A ( X (r)). In section 4, we brie y summarize systematic sampling and strati ed sampling. Section 5 discusses how to create relations whose columns have pairwise controlled correlations, and each column is normally distributed with a prespeci ed mean and variance. Finally, in section 6, we present the algorithms for evaluating estimators for AGG(E) where AGG 2 fCOUNT, SUM, AVEg and E is an arbitrary RA expression. Section 7 is the experimental results. Please note that section 7 necessarily presents a condensed version of experimental results which are fully reported in Liu 89, Tja 90, Du 93]. 2 2.1. Goodman's Estimator Goodman's estimator, denoted byĜ and based on simple random sampling iŝ
where A i = 1?(?1) i (N ?m+i?1) (i) m (i) , x i is the number of classes containing i elements (the number of resulting tuples in a class) in a sample of size m from relation r, N is the number of tuples in r, and m
( n(n ? 1) (n ? i + 1) for i > 0
Jackknife Estimators
The Jackknife estimator, denoted byĴ, is developed by Burnham and Overton BuOv 79] to be used for estimating the number of N distinct animals in live-trapping studies. The studies are done by trapping animals on c occasions. Capture frequencies, denoted by x i for i = 1; ; c, are then computed. Each x i represents the number of distinct animals captured exactly i times, while x 0 is the number of distinct animals never trapped. Accordingly, d = P c i=1 x i is the number of individuals seen during the study. Thus, N = d + x 0 is equal to the size of the animal population (i.e., the number of distinct animals).
The animal population size estimation problem is mapped to our problem as follows: N is COUNT( X (E)); x i is the number of tuples which appear exactly i times in the sample; x 0 is the number of distinct tuples which are not seen in the sample. As an analogy for c in our problem, we could theoretically have taken c as the size of the original sample (yielding many zero values for the x i 's). Equivalently, for convenience, we took c as the highest appearing frequency of sample elements. Therefore, in our problem: d = P c i=1 x i equals the number of distinct tuples seen in the sample, and N = d + x 0 represents the number of distinct tuples in the population (i.e., COUNT( X (E))).
The k th order Jackknife estimatorĴ k of J k is de ned aŝ
where a ik = 0 for i > k. 
From Burnham and Overton BuOv 79] , for any xed value of c, the higher order Jackknife estimators (i.e., increasing k values) lead to greater bias reduction, but at the cost of increased sampling variance. Conversely, for any xed value of k, as c increases,Ĵ k is a consistent estimator of J asymptotically, and its sampling variance will decrease as c increases.
Clearly, one should choose BuOv 79] a higher order Jackknife and a greater c if one wants to obtain a good bias reduction with small variance. But, Burnham and Overton suggest BuOv 79] that there will generally be a minimum mean square error (MSE) at a small value of k; that is, there is a \best"Ĵ k at a small order of Jackknife estimators. Experimental results show that the minimum MSE is usually achieved at k = 1,2 or 3.
A selection procedure was also presented by Burnham and Overton BuOv 79] to select the \best"Ĵ k among k = 1, 2, or 3. First, the null hypothesis is tested to investigate if there are any di erences between the expected values ofĴ 1 andĴ 2 , i.e., test H o1 : E(Ĵ 2 ?Ĵ 1 ) = 0 versus the alternative H a1 : E(Ĵ 2 -Ĵ 1 ) 6 = 0. If H o1 is accepted, the interpretation is that the reduction in the absolute bias achieved by usingĴ 2 rather thanĴ 1 is small relative to the variance ofĴ 2 . SinceĴ 1 has a smaller variance thanĴ 2 ,Ĵ 1 is more preferable thanĴ 2 , and it should be taken as the estimator.
The rejection of H o1 implies a signi cant decrease in absolute bias relative to the increased variance ofĴ 2 . Therefore,Ĵ 2 should be chosen instead ofĴ 1 . However, the absolute bias may be reduced even further. Before choosingĴ 2 ,Ĵ 2 needs to be tested againstĴ 3 . If this test results in rejection, the selection procedure continues. The selectedĴ i for i=1, 2, or 3, is called the Jackknife estimator. Appendix A describes the general selection procedure for choosinĝ J. Algorithm JACKKNIFE-ESTIMATOR presented in Figure 2 .1 shows the computation of the Jackknife estimator. In this section, we present the use of double sampling technique to estimate SUM A ( X (r)). Note that the aggregate function SUM A (r) has the relation r as input, and produces a single value which is the sum of all the A attribute values in all tuples of r.
Consider the query SUM A ( X (r)), where A 2 X. We would like to obtain a sample of tuples from r, where the inclusion probability of each distinct attribute A value in the sample is proportional to its frequency of occurrence in X (r). For this purpose, we use the acceptance/rejection sampling method, which is a double sampling technique. This sampling technique was used by Olken and Rotem OlkR 86] to estimate the cost of disk accesses in auditing and statistical analysis of large databases. The main steps of acceptance/rejection sampling are as follows.
1. Draw a reasonably large (e.g., 10%) simple random sample from r. Each tuple t i in X (r) has the inclusion probability of Nt i N , where N t i is the number of tuples in r with attribute X value of x i , and N is the number of tuples in r. 2. Estimate the frequency distribution of each of the distinct tuples in X (r) (i.e., obtain an estimateN t i for N t i for each t i in X (r)). 3. Sample again from r with the acceptance probability p i = 1 Nt i for a tuple of r whose X attribute values are x i . Hence, the inclusion probability for each distinct t i in X (r) is p = (
Moreover, the inclusion probability for each distinct value a of attribute A is P Na i=1 1 N = Na N where N a is the number of distinct tuples in X (r) with attribute A value of a.
There is one potential problem with the above acceptance/rejection sampling approach. It is possible to sample a tuple from r in step 3 whose X components do not match the X components of any tuple sampled in step 1. Rejecting such tuples may e ect the randomness of the sample, and may result in increased sample construction time, which may not be desirable. Another alternative is to draw tuples in step 3 from the sample of step 1 (instead of r) which eliminates such a problem. Such an alternative approach makes the assumption that the rst sample includes most of the distinct X values in r.
From the step 3 of the acceptance/rejection sampling, we obtain a set of accepted tuples. Let s denote this set of tuples and N s denote the size of s. Then the estimator for SUM A ( X (r)) we use isŜ
whereĈOUNT A ( X (r)) is a nonparametric estimator from section 2 (such as the Jackknife estimator) for the total number of distinct tuples of X (r)). Also note that, SUM A ( X (s))=N s in the above equation is an unbiased estimator for AV G A ( X (r)), which has good performance even at very low sampling fractions. For example, at a sampling fraction of 5%, the relative error ofÂV G A ( X (r)) is less than 2%.
In section 6, we generalize the above approaches, and present an algorithm for estimating SUM A (E) where E is an arbitrary RA expression.
New Sampling Plans
In this section, we discuss two di erent sampling techniques, namely, systematic and strati ed sampling.
Sampling Plan Based on Systematic Sampling
Suppose we would like to draw a systematic sample from a population of size N. Assume that we have an ordering among the population elements. The systematic sampling procedure takes a unit at random from the rst k elements and every k th unit from there on. The performance of systematic sampling depends on the properties of the population Coch 77], which may greatly improve the estimate for some populations, and it may deteriorate the estimate for others. Two main types of populations are Random Order Populations and Ordered Populations.
We obtain a systematic sample of size m from a relation r with N tuples (N >> m) as follows. We take a tuple out at random from the rst cluster of size c and every k th thereafter.
The period k of relation r is bN=mc. The rst tuple in the sample is determined by drawing at random from the rst c tuples of relation r, where c is
Sampling Plan Based on Strati ed Random Sampling
In strati ed sampling, the population of N units is broken down into L non-overlapping subpopulations of N 1 ; N 2 ; ; N L units, respectively. These subpopulations, called strata, are disjoint, i.e.,
It is known Coch 77] that the variability or heterogeneity among the units of the population has an e ect on the precision of an estimator. In addition to increasing the sample size, one possible way to obtain greater precision is to divide the population into several strata each of which is more homogeneous than the whole population and draw a sample from each of the stratum.
We use strati ed sampling when a relation is already strati ed (e.g., employee relation is strati ed and stored as research-personnel and development-personnel). That is, we do not perform any strati cation or post-strati cation during estimator evaluation.
Strati ed Relation : A strati ed relation R is de ned as a relation consisting of j, j > 1, Our design utilizes the proportional allocation method: a sample from each stratum is allocated proportionally according to the size of the strata.
Consider an RA expression E with n operand relations R 1 ; R 2 ; ; R k ; r k+1 ; r k+2 ; ; r n , where R i , 1 i k, are strati ed relations and r j , k + 1 j n, are non-strati ed original relations. Suppose s l represents the number of subrelations of R l . In the strati ed random sampling design, a set of d m i , for 1 m s i , tuples is randomly drawn from each of the subrelations of R i , for 1 i k, and a random sample of d j tuples is obtained from each of r j , for k + 1 j n. The number of sample elements constructed in the n-dimensional space R 1 R k r k+1 r n is then
Creating Input Relations with Correlated Data
It is not uncommon in practice to have database relations whose columns are correlated, and this may a ect the performance of the aggregate RA estimators. Therefore, for performance evaluation experiments, we have created relations whose columns are correlated. The example below illustrates the e ects of correlation among attributes of a relation on the response of a query.
Example. Consider the query SUM Y ( Y ( X 500 (r))) where r has the scheme r(X,Y). Assume that X and Y are normally distributed such that X 500 (r) selects approximately half of the tuples of r. If X and Y in r are highly positively (or negatively) correlated then the projection Y ( X 500 (r)) will return most of the large (or small) Y values with smaller variance with respect to their mean. In comparison, when X and Y have no apparent correlation 8 (i.e., correlation coe cient close to zero), for a single X value, the variance of the Y values obtained from Y ( X 500 (r)) with respect to their mean may be large. This in turn directly a ects the precision of the estimation.
For arbitrary relational algebra expressions, the e ects of correlated data are not obvious, and need to be observed in performance evaluation experiments. We now give two algorithms to create arti cial relation instances with pre-speci ed correlation among attributes.
The proof of lemma 1 is omitted due to space considerations. Lemma 1. Algorithm n-COLUMN-CORRELATED-RELATION given in gure 5.1 creates an n-column relation r with scheme (A 1 ; A 2 ; :::; A n ) where (a) each column A i is normally distributed with mean M i and standard deviation S i , and (b) the correlation coe cient between columns A i and A i+1 , 1 i n ? 1, is i . That is, the correlation coe cient between A i to A j , j n, is i i+1 ::: j .
Algorithm n-COLUMN-CORRELATED-RELATION begin Search an entry in Table PHI-TABLE having size Cl (i.e., there are Cl tuples in each cluster). The intension here is that each cluster forms a disk block, and when cluster sampling is used, each sample unit is one cluster per disk block. The input relation generated by the algorithm have the following properties:
1 's, and Z i 's in each cluster are correlated among themselves (i.e., intra-cluster correlated) with intra-cluster correlation coe cients within 0.05 of W 1 , W 2 , and W 3 , respectively. As indicated above, the input relations generated by the algorithm THREE-COLUMN-CORRELATED-RELATION have correlations not only among columns, but also among the values within a cluster in each of the three columns. The intra-cluster correlation is measured in terms of the intra-cluster correlation coe cient, denoted by W. As one can see in algorithm THREE-COLUMN-CORRELATED-RELATION, the correlation among columns are obtained as X i 's, Y i 's, and Z i 's are generated. Then, the speci ed intra-cluster correlations are achieved by repetitively measuring the correlations after a set of (X i ; Y i ; Z i )'s are created.
Algorithm THREE-COLUMN-CORRELATED-RELATION
Input: Cluster size C l and total Cluster C n .
Correlation coe cients 1 and 2 . Mean M i , variance S i , and intra-cluster correlation coe cient W i for each column i, 1 i 3. Output: A Three-column relation with cluster size C l and C n total number of clusters. 
Generic Estimators for AGG Queries
In this section, we present the general methodology for estimating aggregate queries AGG(E), where AGG 2 fSUM, COUNT, AVGg. The expression E in the query is an arbitrary relational algebra expression containing union ( ), di erence (?), intersection (\), selection ( ), projection ( ), and natural join (1) operators. The attribute A is an output attribute of expression E.
Estimator for Select-Join-Intersection-Expressions
We rst discuss the estimator for AGG(E), where E is an expression with arbitrarily many select, join, and intersection operators. which, for simplicity, we will call an SJI-expression from now on.
Suppose that E has n?1 join operators with relations denoted by r 1 ; r 2 ; ; r n . Let jr i j denote the number of tuples in r i . An SJI-expression with n operand relations is modeled as an ndimensional \point space" r 1 r 2 r n . Given a tuple t i r i , 1 i n, if E(ft 1 g; ft 2 g; ; ft n g) produces an output tuple t, a \point" p(t 1 ; t 2 ; ; t n ) in the space is assigned a value of 1 (else 0) in the case of AGG = COUNT, or the attribute A value of the tuple t (else 0) in the case of AGG = SUM A . N = jr 1 j jr 2 j jr n j is the total number of points in the point space r 1 r 2 r n . Assume that the points in the point space of E are represented by p 1 ; p 2 ; ; p N . Let v i denote the value of point p i , V(E) = v 1 + v 2 + + v N . One can see that COUNT(r 1 ; r 2 ; ; r n ) or SUM(r 1 ; r 2 ; ; r n ) is exactly V (E). An estimatorV (E) for V(E) based on a simple random sample of m points from the space r 1 r 2 r n is then
Intersection (\) is incorporated into the above approach by considering it as a special case of the join operation. Furthermore, by taking into account the quali cation speci ed in the selection formula of the selection operator ( ) during the v i value assignment process, the operator ( ) can also be incorporated into the methodology. Figure 2 .1 gives the algorithm ESTIMATE-SJI-RANDOM(E) where E is an arbitrary SJI-expression.
Algorithm ESTIMATE-SJI-RANDOM(E, AGG, ATTR)
Input : An SJI-expression E, the aggregate function type AGG, and the aggregation attribute ATTR (if any). Output : An estimateÂGG(E) of AGG(E).
begin
Obtain a simple random sample of m points p i , 1 i m, from the point space r 1 r 2 r n ; fNote that each p i uniquely identi es the ordered n-tuple (t 1 ; t 2 ; ; t n ) such that t j r j ; 1 j ng 11 Let E be an expression with arbitrarily many project, select, join and intersection operators, which we call a PSJI-expression. The one-to-one relationship between the points in the point space and the output tuples of E is violated due to the duplication in the projected domain. Each group of duplicates eventually produces a single tuple in the projected result. For COUNT, we use the previously discussed nonparametric estimators, i.e., the Goodman's, the Jackknife and the Chao's estimators for estimating the number of distinct groups in the point space. For SUM, we generalize the double sampling technique. The algorithm ESTIMATE-PSJI-RANDOM of Figure 6 .2 implements the estimation methodology for PSJI-expressions.
Algorithm ESTIMATE-PSJI-RANDOM (E, AGG, ATTR)
Input : A PSJI-expressionE, the aggregate function type AGG, and the aggregation attribute ATTR (if any). Output : An estimateÂGG(E) of AGG(E). 
General algorithm for Estimating AGG(E)
We now incorporate di erence (?) and union ( ) operators into an SJI-expression E, and call such an expression a DUSJI-expression. We apply the Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion and the following equalities AGG(r 1 r 2 ) = AGG(r 1 ) + AGG(r 2 ) ? AGG(r 1 \ r 2 ) AGG(r 1 ? r 2 ) = AGG(r 1 ) ? AGG(r 1 \ r 2 ) where AGG 2 fSUM, COUNTg. Clearly, we can compute AGG(E 1 E 2 ) and AGG(E 1 ?E 2 ) indirectly by making use of AGG(E 1 ), AGG(E 2 ), and AGG(E 1 \ E 2 ). Thus, to obtain an estimator for AGG(E), where E is a DUSJI-expression, we decompose AGG(E) into a set of subexpressions AGG(E i ) combined by +'s and ?'s, where E i does not contain 's and ?'s.
We call this transformation TRANSFORM(AGG(E)). When the projection operator is added into E, the transformation still works if projections do not precede di erences in E 1 . Thus, for each AGG(E i ), the expression E i is either an SJI or a PSJI-expression. The estimator for AGG(E) is then determined asÂGG(E) = P j ( )AGG(E j ). Now we give the general algorithm for estimating AGG(E). Algorithm ESTIMATE-RANDOM of Figure 6 .3 evaluates an estimator for AGG(E) for any arbitrary RA expression E. fNow, E is of the form E 1 E 2 ::: E m , where 2 f ; ?g and E j is a SJI or PSJI exp. g for each E j do case E j of SJI-exp:ĈOUNT(E j ) := ESTIMATE-SJI-RANDOM(E j ; COUNT, -); PSJI-exp:ĈOUNT(E j ) := ESTIMATE-PSJI-RANDOM(E j ; COUNT, -); endcase;
COUNT ( end; endcase end. Figure 6 .3. A Simple-Random-Sampling-Based Estimator Construction and Evaluation Algorithm for AGG(E), where E is an arbitrary RA-expression
Experimental Results
In this section, we report the experimental results of the generalized AGG estimation algorithms given in section 6. Due to space considerations, we only report (a subset of) the experimental results related to the new estimators and sampling techniques for COUNT and SUM queries; full experimental results can be found in Liu 89, Tja 90, Du 93] . We discuss the experiments with a single RA operator and multiple RA operators, separately. The two types of input relations used in the experiments have normal (correlated or uncorrelated) and uniform distributions over each column.
Design Issues in Experiments
The disk-based CASE-DB uses the sampling unit of a disk block instead of a tuple due to the consideration that the cost of retrieving a tuple in a disk-based environment is equal to the cost of retrieving a disk block. On the other hand, CASE-MDB is a main-memory DBMS and, accordingly, CASE-MDB simply uses the sampling unit of a single tuple .
The precision of estimations is generally measured in terms of either the absolute error or the relative error. In the experiments, we have used the relative error e, instead of the absolute error, for the measurement of precision since it is common to use the relative error in controlling the estimation within a certain error range, particularly when estimating the population total (e.g., COUNT(E)) Coch 77] . One way of measuring the relative error is to measure the coe cient of variation, denoted by e and, for our purposes, de ned as e = q V ar(Â GG(E)) AGG(E)
where AGG 2 fSUM, COUNT, AVGg. V ar(Â GG(E)) is the variance of the aggregate functionÂGG.
As a special case, we can express relative error for COUNT in terms of selectivity. V ar(ĈOUNT(E)) can be found in statistics textbooks (e.g., (15) where sel denotes the selectivity of the operation.
We have identi ed eight factors as having e ects on the performance of estimates:
1. Estimator. For the experiments involving the projection operator in the expression, the choice of the estimator in uences the precision of estimations.
2. Sampling fraction. In the experiments, we sample with an equal sampling fraction f from each of the operand relations.
3. Sampling technique. Simple random sampling, systematic sampling, and strati ed random sampling are the sampling techniques used in the experiments. Here, we have used the Goodman's estimator, the Chao's estimator, and the Jackknife estimator to estimate COUNT( attributes (r)). Figures 7.1 and 7.2 contain the results of experiments (based on 15,000 input tuples) using simple random sampling with normally distributed and uniformly distributed attribute values, respectively. Based on Figures 7.1 and 7.2, we observe that 1. At low sampling fractions (< 40%), the Goodman' estimator produces estimates with extremely large errors which we consider as being unreasonable estimates. Especially, when tuples are heavily duplicated (selectivities < 0.5), the Goodman's estimator appears to be useless. But, for the uniform distribution, the Goodman's estimator performs well at high selectivities ( 0.5). At low sampling fractions, both the Chao's estimator and Jackknife estimators perform signi cantly better than the Goodman's estimator, especially when tuples are heavily duplicated (low selectivities). But at high selectivities, in either case (normal and uniform), the performances of the Chao's and Jackknife estimators are bad. 3. The Jackknife and Chao's estimators perform better when attributes of input relations are uniformly distributed. Especially, Chao's estimator behaves like a consistent one. The experimental results suggest that we use the Chao's estimator or Jackknife estimators in the case of low sampling fractions and selectivities. Otherwise, the Goodman's estimator is recommended.
SUM on a Single Projection Operation ( attributes (r))
In the experiments on SUM( attributes (r)), we have used an alternate estimator{theD estimator based on the double sampling and Chao's methods proposed in section 2. We have Figures 7.3.a and 7.3.b show the results of the experiments using simple random sampling with normally distributed and uniformly distributed attribute values, respectively. From gure 7.3, we observe that 1. the estimator performs better when the input data are uniformly distributed. 2. At low selectivities, the estimator performs well. But, at high selectivities (sel 0.5), the relative errors are large in both normal and uniform cases. The reason of large relative errors at high selectivities is that we use the Chao's estimator for estimating the total number of resulting tuples, whose performance is poor at high selectivities. The observation suggests that at high selectivities, we use other estimators (such as the Goodman's) which has a better behavior in such cases.
7.2.3. COUNT and SUM on a Single Natural Join Operation (r 1 1 r 2 )
For the single natural join operation, we have concentrated on testing the performance di erence between simple random sampling and systematic sampling. Since the experimental results for COUNT and SUM queries have quite similar characteristics, we only analyze the results for COUNT. 1. the relative errors of the two sampling methods are below 5% when sample fractions are greater than 5% whether the input relation is ordered or not. 2. The relative errors of the two sampling methods behave identically when the input data is unordered. 3. With systematic sampling on ordered input data, relative errors converge more rapidly compared with simple random sampling. From gures 7.4 and 7.5, we conclude that, when input relations are ordered, tuples selected by systematic sampling are more representative than those selected by simple random sampling. On the other hand, when tuples in input relations are unordered, systematic samples are as representative as simple random samples and, accordingly, estimates using both sampling plans have, in general, the same precision.
Experimental Results for COUNT and SUM Estimators on Multiple RA operators
In addition to expressions having only a single RA operator, we have also performed experiments on COUNT and SUM queries with more than one RA operator. The expressions selected for our experiments are (1) (r 1 \ r 2 ) 1 r 3 , (2) (r 1 ? r 2 ) 1 r 3 and (3) (r 1 r 2 ) 1 r 3 . Since the experimental results for COUNT and SUM have quite similar characteristics, we only analyze those results for SUM. Shown in gures 7.6.a and 7..6.b are the experimental results for SUM using simple random sampling with normally and uniformly distributed data, respectively. From gures 7.6.a and 7.6.b, we have the following observations:
1. The distribution of attribute values do not have an obvious e ect on the precision of estimates. 2. A reasonable estimate is obtained only when the sampling fraction is greater than 20%. 3. For a xed input relation size, increasing the number of output tuples leads to a lower relative error.
Experiments with Strati ed Random Sampling
It is often di cult to perform experiments with strati ed random sampling since the experiments involve breaking down the input relations into smaller subrelations. Nevertheless, we now, for illustration purposes, provide the results of our experiments with strati ed random sampling. We have chosen to use the selection ( ) operation for simplicity reasons. The experiments of this section are performed in order to give an insight as to how the strati ed random sampling improves the precision of an estimate rather than to provide extensive evaluation of the strati ed random sampling.
First we describe the process of stratifying the input relations. Each input relation, denoted by r, has two attributes A 1 and A 2 . The rst attribute A 1 serves as a key attribute We have varied the selectivity of the operation (i.e., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4) by adjusting the selection formula. For example, the selectivity of 0.1 can be achieved by selecting tuples having values less than 100 on their second attribute (because the values are ranging from 0 to 999). The precision of an estimate obtained with strati ed random sampling depends on the homogeneity of the subrelations. The more homogeneous the subrelations are with respect to the characteristics under consideration, the more precise the estimate will be. In these experiments, we consider the homogeneity of a subrelation as being proportional to the number of qualifying tuples in the given subrelation; therefore, the more qualifying tuples in a given subrelation the more homogeneous the subrelation will be. We show the e ect of homogeneity by adjusting the selection formula so that there are more quali ed tuples from a particular subrelation (i.e., r 1 ) as the selectivity increases.
In our experiments, we also compare the results of simple random sampling and systematic sampling. In gure 7.7, we show the results of the experiments. From gure 7.7, one can see that as the subrelations become more homogeneous (i.e., higher selectivity), the estimates with lower relative errors are obtained using the strati ed random sampling as opposed to 20;000 ), it is clear that the strati ed random sampling outperforms signi cantly both the simple random sampling and the systematic sampling. In gure 7.7, we plot the relative errors corresponding to the strati ed random sampling in thick lines in order to show the improvement in estimation by using the strati ed random sampling.
Experiments with Correlated Data
In this section, we present our experimental results with correlated data. The correlation is measured in terms of the correlation coe cient, denoted by . The purpose of performing these experiments is to observe the e ect of correlation among attributes on the precision of the estimates. Therefore, in the experiments of this section, we have varied the correlation coe cient and xed the other parameters (i.e., input relation size and sampling fraction).
We have performed experiments involving Project-Select operation with correlated data. For a relation r with scheme (A, B), the expression used in this set of experiments is A ( B> (r)), where is the mean of B. Figure 7 .8 shows the result of the experiment testing the change of relative error e versus the correlation coe cient on a relation of 5000 tuples with large variance.
From gure 7.8, one can see that correlation coe cient e ects the precision of the estimates, especially when correlation coe cient varies from 0.0 to 0.3.
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